This Week in Science

Frontiers in Biotecnology


CEBAF schedule uncertainty; feds formalizing DNA fingerprinting rules; etc.

A "Chilly Climate" for Women?
Scientists Get Mad at OSI: Richards Panel Out of the Loop? ■ Did Imanishi-Kari Get a Fair "Trial"?
French Ban Immunotherapy Treatment Steps Toward a Cooler Greenhouse
To Stop Kuwait's Fires, First Clear the Mines
Ad Hoc Team Revives SSC Competition
Gene Mapping Japan's Number One Crop

Briefings: Back to the Future ■ A Tasty Tufted Tuber ■ Women's Health: A World Crisis ■ Researcher's Legal Battle Ends ■ The SIDS-Seal Connection ■ A Nuclear Cure for Nuclear Waste ■ When Do You Send Blue Roses?

A Genetic Survey of Vanishing Peoples ■ Scientific Split Over Sampling Strategy
Yanomami People Threatened
A Core-Mantle Link?
Gambling on a Shortcut to Genome Sequencing
A Well-Rounded Worm: 220 Kilobases and Counting ■ The Education of C. elegans ■ Roundworm as Canary?
Can Earth's Internal Heat Drive Ocean Circulation?

Recent Advances in the Polymerase Chain Reaction: H. A. Erlich, D. Gelfand, J. J. Sninsky
Monoclonal Antibodies in Diagnosis and Therapy: T. A. Waldmann
Vaccinia Virus: A Tool for Research and Vaccine Development: B. Moss
Toward a Science of Metabolic Engineering: J. E. Bailey
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COVER  Inspired by Leonardo da Vinci’s “Proportions of the Human Figure According to Vitruvius,” the cover image symbolizes that the creativity of scientists is at the center of technological advances. Scientists’ curiosity about biological processes has often led to discoveries that proved useful for biotechnology. One-half of the figure’s appendages are robot-like, showing that technology is an extension of its creator. The figure holds a flask of microorganisms, an antibody, and oligonucleotide primers, representing some of the tools of biotechnology discussed in this issue; the fistful of dollars signifies the entrepreneurial aspect of biotechnology. See pages 1643 to 1681. [Illustration by Julie Cherry]